PSYCHIATRY HYPOTHESIS ANDTHEORY ARTICLE published: 07 August 2013 doi: 10.3389/fpsyt.2013.00077 Addiction: choice or compulsion? Edmund Henden1*, Hans Olav Melberg2 and Ole Jørgen Røgeberg3 1 Centre for the Study of Professions, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, Oslo, Norway 2 Department of Health Management and Health Economics, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway 3 Ragnar Frisch Centre for Economic Research, Oslo, Norway Edited by: Hanna Pickard, University of Oxford, UK Reviewed by: Serge H. Ahmed, CNRS, France Gideon Yaffe, University of Southern California, USA George Ainslie, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, USA *Correspondence: Edmund Henden, Centre for the Study of Professions, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, PO Box 4, St. Olavs Plass, Oslo, Norway e-mail: Edmund.Henden@hioa.no Normative thinking about addiction has traditionally been divided between, on the one hand, a medical model which sees addiction as a disease characterized by compulsive and relapsing drug use over which the addict has little or no control and, on the other, a moral model which sees addiction as a choice characterized by voluntary behavior under the control of the addict. Proponents of the former appeal to evidence showing that regular consumption of drugs causes persistent changes in the brain structures and functions known to be involved in the motivation of behavior. On this evidence, it is often concluded that becoming addicted involves a transition from voluntary, chosen drug use to non-voluntary compulsive drug use. Against this view, proponents of the moral model provide ample evidence that addictive drug use involves voluntary chosen behavior. In this article we argue that although they are right about something, both views are mistaken. We present a third model that neither rules out the view of addictive drug use as compulsive, nor that it involves voluntary chosen behavior. Keywords: addiction, compulsion, irresistible desires, choice, rationality INTRODUCTION The view of addiction as a neurobiological disease characterized by compulsive and relapsing drug use has come under renewed attack by several philosophers and psychologists (1–7).1 Their critique is partly empirical, partly conceptual. According to the empirical criticism, the disease view is not supported by the empirical evidence appealed to by its proponents. This includes biological evidence of changes to the normal operation of the brain caused by regular consumption of drugs as well as observational evidence of addicts' repetitive self-destructive behavior. But this is insufficient, the critics claim, to warrant a conception of addiction as a disease. The biological evidence is of neurobiological correlates of drug use such as increased levels of the neurotransmitter dopamine, but these correlates are common to most forms of pleasurable experience (2, 3, 5). Sweet food, lottery prizes, sex, and exercise all create strong desires oriented toward some reward, and all essentially involve the same type of brain changes. There is nothing pathological about strong desires. The second type of empirical evidence relates to the alleged compulsive patterns of self-destructive behavior often observed in addicts, and frequently accompanied by strong ambivalence: the addict expresses a desire not to consume drugs prior to, after, or even during the drug intake (8–11). The assumption is that this reveals the neurobiological effects of drug use to be significantly different from the seemingly similar effects of other desired activities or goods. Whereas strong desires ordinarily do not remove a person's ability to control her behavior, addictive desires do, so the argument goes. Against this, the critics point out, there 1The disease view of addiction was also criticized as part of the earlier "antipsychiatry" movement in the seventies [e.g., (49)], though this criticism seems to have had less impact on the general view of addictions in psychiatry and psychology. is plenty of evidence that addictive behavior involves voluntary, intentional, even rational actions. Indeed, under close scrutiny the drug-oriented behavior of addicts is shown to be less unusual than it may appear: it is influenced by a variety of incentives such as financial concerns, fear of arrest, values regarding parenthood, etc.; studies of addictions in the general population find moreover that most addicts quit drugs by their mid-30s, often without assistance (2, 4). How drug users describe loss of control depends variously on the appearance and characteristics of the person surveying them (12), and if we are to believe the experimental evidence it is the believed alcohol content rather than the actual alcohol content that influences how much alcoholics drink. Such evidence, it is argued, shows both that addicts can be persuaded to exercise their capacity for self-control if they are given what appear to them to be sufficiently good reasons, and that statements regarding loss of control are – at least to some extent – factually inaccurate and motivated by a desire to shift attribution of behavior from choices to circumstances. Of course, nobody denies that addicts tend to pursue behaviors associated with risk and self-harm. But so do people who eat junk food, drive over the speed limit, have a sedentary lifestyle or practice base jumping. It seems excessive to argue that all such instances of risky, potentially harmful behavior are involuntary. The reason people often engage in such behavior is because they consider the benefits outweigh the costs. The ambivalence of addicts toward their addictive behavior is less typical of those pursing these other risky behaviors, but this too might have another explanation: given the stigma of addiction, proclaiming a desire to quit and helplessness in the face of "addiction" could be a functional device – something addicts just say, either because they are self-deceived or because they wish to defer responsibility for their socially unacceptable behavior (2). Some critics of addiction as www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 1 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? disease believe that "addicts," as we tend to think of them, do not really exist; there are only people who make bad decisions (7). The conceptual critique of the disease view questions what it means to say that addiction is a "disease" that is characterized by "compulsive" and relapsing drug use. How can we reconcile a view of addictive behavior as a disease with a view of behaviorin-general as a choice? How do they differ and why? Clearly, one difference is that addiction involves behavior which in some sense is "out of control." But in common usage, the notion of "out of control" ordinarily represents a continuum, ranging across cases of non-voluntary, non-intentional behavior, such as reflexive knee jerks, to cases of highly voluntary, intentional – even rational (in a welfare-maximizing sense) – actions involving self-harm due to ignorance or lack of foresight. Where along this continuum should addiction be placed? Critics of the disease view assume that the notions of "disease"and"compulsion"commit its proponents to locating it closer to the non-voluntary end of the continuum, while the empirical evidence, they argue, in fact suggests a location closer to the rational end (2–4). They appear to have two main reasons for this contention. First, while symptoms of typical diseases such as Alzheimer's or cancer are biologically based and non-voluntary in the sense that they do not develop as the result of decision-making processes but are beyond the person's capacity to volitionally influence, this is not so in the case of the repetitive drug-oriented behavior of addicts. Although this behavior is the most prominent symptom of addiction, its development is clearly affected by decisions made and is volitionally influenced (4). It is flexible, adaptable, and involves elements of planning. Second, to claim that addictive behavior is compulsive means that it is caused by irresistible desires (2, 4–6). Irresistible desires, however, should not be affected by the presence of competing incentives. After all, the notion that"nothing else can compete" is a defining feature of irresistibility. Nevertheless, addictive behavior is clearly influenced by incentives. In our opinion, these arguments show that a certain strong version of the disease view should be abandoned. However, we want to argue, another – weaker and more plausible – version of this view is still available. This view places addiction closer to the middle of the above-mentioned continuum. Our argument – and our article – has three parts. First, we argue that behavior can be compulsive even if it is not caused by irresistible desires. In support of this, we present evidence that demonstrates that behavior is commonly categorized as "compulsive" in clinical practice even if it is not caused by irresistible desires. Now, some critics of the disease view have taken the observation that addictive behavior is not caused by irresistible desires as a springboard to suggest that addictive behavior must in fact be ordinary rational behavior instead. The most systematic development of this view of addiction as ordinary rational behavior has taken place in the economics literature. In the second part of the article, we argue that the causal mechanism proposed by advocates of the so-called"rational addiction theories" in economics is both theoretically implausible and empirically false. Ambivalence is pervasive in addiction and irrationality appears to be the hallmark of addictive behavior. In the third part we return to the question of what constitutes addictive behavior as compulsive. If it is not the irresistible desire, what is it? We would like to present an alternative view, one based on a long tradition in philosophy and psychology. According to this view, addictive behavior is compulsive because it counterfactually depends on a motivational mechanism that systematically causes dissociation in the addict's decision-making machinery. While the mechanism does not remove the addict's ability to control her drug-oriented behavior, it sharply increases the effort she has to make to take advantage of alternatives to drugs compared to non-addicts. This view, which fits well with recent evidence in neuroscience, is not only consistent with the claim that addictive behavior is characterized by compulsive and relapsing drug use, it is also consistent with the claim that addiction involves voluntary, intentional behavior that is motivated by the addict's decision-making processes. ADDICTION AND IRRESISTIBLE DESIRES In a recently published book, Heyman argues that addiction is not a neurobiological disease because addictive behavior develops as the result of addicts' decision-making processes and thus is within their capacity to volitionally influence (4). Although Heyman is clearly correct in saying that addiction involves voluntary behavior, that does not rule out a view of addiction as a mental disorder – which is its current medical diagnosis (13). This is worth mentioning, not least because few would claim that the symptoms of mental disorders necessarily develop independently of the persons' decision-making processes and beyond their volitional influence. The whole point of psychological therapy depends on the ability in at least some of the victims of mental disorder to volitionally influence the symptoms of their disorder and learn how to exercise that capacity by attending psychological therapy. In other words, if addiction is a mental disorder, there is no obvious reason why we should be committed to the view that the symptoms of addiction – i.e., repetitive drug-oriented behavior – must be non-voluntary or unresponsive to incentives. Now, compulsion is clearly a symptom of mental disorder, but to what extent is it correct to view addictive behavior as compulsive? This, obviously, depends on how we define compulsive behavior. The point of departure in most philosophical discussions of compulsive behavior is not diagnostic practice in psychiatry, but rather a concern with the metaphysics of free will. It has been commonly assumed that compulsive behavior involves a loss of freedom of the will.2 Many philosophers have therefore tended to conceptualize compulsive behavior as analogous to instances of interpersonal compulsion where someone is forced by someone else to act against her will. They have therefore tended to treat the notion of "compulsive behavior" as analytically equivalent to "compelled behavior" (2, 14–17). In the interpersonal case, the "compelling agent" is another person, while in the intrapersonal case it is an irresistible desire. A reasonable question is whether this conceptualization is consistent with the defining features of compulsive behavior used as diagnostic signposts in clinical practice.3 If it is not, metaphysical analysis will clearly be 2The notion of "free will" is, of course, notoriously difficult, and there is little agreement on how it should be analyzed. For present purposes, we assume that a person has free will with respect to a particular action at some time if she has the ability to refrain from that action at that time. 3In psychiatry the term"compulsion"is, of course, used to refer to a kind of symptom of many different disorders. When we use the terms "compulsion" and "compulsive" Frontiers in Psychiatry | Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 2 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? of little use for understanding real world behavior categorized as compulsive (as opposed to behaviors in philosophical thoughtexperiments). Clinical descriptions of compulsive behavior tend to emphasize a number of features (18–20): first, compulsive behavior is strongly cue-dependent in the sense that it is regularly triggered by certain situations, places, or people associated with the type of behavior in question. Second, compulsive persons feel repetitively driven to perform the behavior, often in spite of themselves; reports of feelings of compulsion are therefore common. Third, if compulsive persons sincerely try to refrain from acting upon their compulsive motivation, achieving success becomes, they report, increasingly difficult over time. These factors are present in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and impulsecontrol disorders (ICD) such as kleptomania (compulsive stealing), trichotillomania (compulsive hair-pulling), and compulsive buying. But is this kind of compulsive behavior consistent with the philosophical view that equates compulsiveness with irresistible desires? In order to answer the question, we need first to be clear about what it means for a desire to be"irresistible."4 A desire is irresistible at some time t to a person S if S is unable at t to resist acting on that desire. Put differently: if a person's action was caused by an irresistible desire, it was literally impossible for her to not perform that action. However, there have been different accounts of precisely what kind of powerlessness this implies. Very generally, these accounts can be divided into two main groups. The first group covers what might be called "desire-centered accounts," accounts which seek to explicate powerlessness in terms of the abnormal strength of the desire to perform the compulsive action. This desire is presumably so strong that no other motives can realistically compete. The second group, includes what might be called "control-centered accounts," they seek to explicate powerlessness in terms of a loss of normal capacity for rational self-control. Let us quickly run through some examples of each of these account categories and see if they can adequately characterize the compulsive behaviors associated with clinical cases of compulsion. Starting with the desire-centered accounts, they can be further divided into non-normative and normative versions. According to the non-normative desire-centered account, the compulsive person's powerlessness is seen as an inability to resist acting on a desire because this desire, in virtue of its abnormal physical strength, is the immediate cause of the bodily movements made by the person in performing the compulsive behavior; no choice or decision has been made to make these movements. As one writer puts it, the appropriate interpersonal analogy to compulsion according to this view, is the thug who literally tosses me out of the room; just as I cannot help the way my body moves, so the compulsive person cannot help the way her body moves (21). On this account, compulsive behavior is non-voluntary and in what follows, what we have in mind will be the sort of repetitive physical behavior performed in characteristic circumstances that is typically referred to as "compulsive" in the clinical literature. We do not mean to suggest that compulsive behavior in this sense is a symptom of all compulsive disorders, nor that there is one specific mechanism that explains all observed varieties of compulsive behavior. 4By "desire" we mean in what follows cognitive desire, i.e., a motivating state that involves some favorable representation of the state of affairs that one acts in a certain way (e.g., as desirable, pleasurable, enjoyable, or good). non-intentional. Compulsive people are powerless because they are physically incapable of refraining from their compulsive behavior. This account seems at odds with what is standardly referred to as compulsive behavior in the clinical literature. Compulsive behavior in clinical cases seems intentional and related to active choice. As one researcher remarks, in typical cases of OCD the person often carries out her compulsive behavior quite deliberately, taking particular care to carry it out precisely as she feels it ought to be done. If, for some reason, the behavior is disrupted, she will experience it as invalidated and in need of being restarted (19, 20). This suggests that the behavior can easily be delayed, reshaped, or substituted. Furthermore, there seems to be a growing consensus in the clinical literature that persons with OCD engage in their compulsive behavior in order to temporarily reduce the distress or anxiety associated with some obsession (18, 22). Usually they report a fear of disastrous consequences if the behavior is not properly carried out. There is clearly then an element of both purpose and control in OCD behavior that is at odds with seeing the behavior as non-voluntary and non-intentional in the sense implied by the non-normative, desire-centered account. In contrast to the non-normative, desire-centered account, under the normative desire-centered account, the compulsive person's powerlessness involves an inability to resist acting on a desire because the desire coerces her to choose the compulsive behavior (15, 23). This implies a normative notion of the strength of desire since what counts as"coercion"depends on what an individual can reasonably be expected to hold out against. The claim made by the normative desire-centered account is that the threat of unbearable psychological pain motivates the compulsive person in a way similar to how the threat of grievous bodily harm allows a robber to coerce his victims into handing over their money. Though less starkly at odds with the clinical literature on compulsive behavior than the non-normative account, this account – too – fails to fit the facts. While compulsive persons clearly experiences distress in trying to refrain from compulsive behavior, there is little evidence to suggest that these feelings generally reach the level of "unbearable psychological pain." Many researchers appear to believe, for example, that typical ICD-s, such as compulsive buying, are carried out to provide temporary relief or escape from feelings of general tension, whether it be depression, boredom, frustration, or some other negative mood state, often generating in the process certain soothing or pleasurable sensations (18). Whether preventing a person, on these occasions, from experiencing relief and pleasure – while no doubt unpleasant – is sufficient to create "unbearable psychological pain," let alone a sense of "threat" similar to the robber's threat of bodily harm, does not seem plausible. A consideration that might provide further evidence against the coercion view is that compliance in cases of compulsion seems, in general, much harder to justify than compliance in cases of robbery (24). To see this, imagine we increased the cost of compliance in both cases: if you comply with "the threat" – i.e., hand over your money to the robber or use your money to buy something you don't need in order to satisfy a compulsive desire – your child will go hungry for the next 2 weeks since you won't be able to buy her enough food. If the coercive threats in these two cases were no different, we would not expect to see any difference in their www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 3 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? respective justification of compliance. Arguably, though, there is such a difference. While it seems likely that most people would find it unreasonable to expect non-compliance on the part of the victim to the demands of the robber, it seems much less likely that they would find it equally unreasonable to expect non-compliance on the part of the compulsive buyer. If this is correct, people's reactive attitudes to the victims of robbers would appear to differ in important respects from their reactive attitudes to compulsive buyers. Even if the desire-centered accounts fail to characterize what is standardly referred to as compulsive behavior in the clinical literature, what about the control-centered accounts? Whereas the desire-centered accounts see compulsion as explained by the overwhelming force of drug-oriented desires, the control-centered accounts see it explained by a loss of normal capacities for rational self-control (14, 17). The difference between the two accounts is this: the former does not necessarily imply that compulsive people have lost their normal capacity for rational self-control. Thus, someone who fails to resist acting on some desire because of its abnormal physical strength doesn't necessarily fail because she has lost her normal capacity to rational control herself – she may both possess this capacity and exercise it properly. The reason she fails is that she is overpowered by the superior force of her compulsive desire. Compare this with a case in which you are being tossed out a room by a thug: that you are being tossed out against your will doesn't necessarily mean there is anything wrong with your will, e.g., that you have lost this capacity altogether, or that you have failed to exercise it properly. It might simply mean that you are overpowered by your opponent's superior physical strength (21). Depending on what is meant by "normal capacity for rational self-control," there might be different views of precisely what kind of powerlessness the control-centered accounts implicate. Perhaps the most common is a reasons-based view, according to which rational self-control is understood in terms of reasonsresponsiveness, and its loss as a lack of susceptibility to countervailing reasons (25–27). That is, someone has lost her capacity at some time t if a certain sort of counterfactual is true of her: if she were presented with what she took to be good and sufficient reasons for not performing some compulsive action at t, she would still perform that action at t. Given standard interpretation of the truth-conditions of such counterfactuals, it would be literally impossible for her to successfully resist, no matter what sort of incentives she is presented with. Does this account succeed in characterizing what in the clinical literature is standardly referred to as compulsive behavior? Once again, there seems to be little reason to assume that it does. Supportive evidence can be gleaned from the apparent success of response prevention therapy as a treatment modality for OCD. The aim of response prevention therapy is to break the relationship between the various trigger situations which provoke the compulsive urge, and the compulsive behavior, by repeatedly exposing the compulsive person to different trigger situations but encouraging her to refrain from the compulsive behavior (20). For example, a compulsive person whose washing rituals are a result of an obsession about being contaminated by dogs, may be instructed to pat a dog and then refrain from washing her hands or to take a bath only after a given period of time. As the sessions are repeated, the interval is extended. Research shows that if the pattern is followed in each of the trigger situations, the cumulative effect is progressively less discomfort and desire to engage in the compulsive behavior. On the assumption that compulsive behavior involves a complete loss of the normal capacity for rational self-control, it is difficult to see how compulsive persons could successfully engage in this kind of exposure therapy. Without that capacity,how could they possibly comply with instructions to delay their response to a trigger situation? Inference to the best explanation suggests that they retain their capacities. What response prevention therapy does is to give them an incentive to put more effort into exercising them.5 To sum up. If the arguments of this section are correct, the term "compulsive behavior" as used by the critics of the disease view is not co-extensional with the term "compulsive behavior" as it is standardly used in the clinical literature. There is no implicit or explicit assumption in the clinical literature that compulsive behavior must be caused by "irresistible desires." The term "compulsive behavior" simply refers to repetitive behavioral patterns performed in characteristic circumstances which the compulsive person finds it difficult to override by intentional effort. On this description, compulsive persons are not necessarily powerless with respect to their compulsive behavior. Neither does it rule out the possibility of this behavior being voluntary, intentional, and even motivated by the compulsive person's decision-making processes. This does not, of course, show that addictive behavior is compulsive. Some critics of the disease view who argue that addictive behavior is not caused by irresistible desires appear to take this to suggest that addictions must involve ordinary rational behavior instead. As we noted above, the latter view has perhaps been most systematically developed in the economics literature, where socalled "rational addiction theories" provide the dominant model of addiction. In the next section, we argue that these theories fail to explain what is distinctive about addiction. THE THEORY OF RATIONAL ADDICTION Viewing addiction merely as a specific pattern of rational choices obviates the need for a theory of addiction. Addictive behavior is nothing more than ordinary behavior, and needs no additional explanation. On the other hand, insofar as addictions typically involve a small set of substances and activities, these substances and activities must have something in common that makes an addictive form of behavior all the more likely. Then again, not everyone becomes an addict, and systematic differences have been found between high and low risk individuals. Such regularities require an explanation: if addictions are constituted by ordinary rational choices, why do they appear to be different from ordinary behavior? One of the most extensively developed attempts to answer this question was proposed in the theory of rational addiction and its descendants [e.g., (28–30)]. According to this family of theories, the peculiar features of addictive behavior derive from the peculiar 5It is worth noting here that not all versions of the control-centered accounts of compulsivity need be vulnerable to this kind of objection. The version we criticize is the one that equates compulsivity with a failure of what Fisher and Ravizza refer to as "strong reasons-responsiveness" (50). Frontiers in Psychiatry | Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 4 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? incentives that can arise when a good has lagged effects. It means in short that consumption of a good is consumption-for-enjoymentnow, but also crucially, an investment decision accommodating the lagged effects the individual expects to enjoy in the future. Given a particular pattern of shortand long-term effects, such as those produced by a drug, some consumers find that – for them – the best consumption plan is gradually to increase consumption to ever higher levels. These consumers display what the theory labels "addictions." On this view addictive behavior is neither paradoxical nor troublesome. Drug users may be unhappy, but "they would be even more unhappy if they were prevented from consuming the addictive goods" (28). Differences between people are due to differences in time preferences, available choice sets, or uncertainty: if drug effects differ across consumers and individuals are uncertain about which effects they should anticipate, they will make a rational choice under uncertainty which, in the event, may turn out to be the wrong one, creating a situation where high-level drug use becomes the optimal way forward (30). Provided the behavior does not harm others, as Becker and Murphy (28) write, there is no reason to intervene. An addiction as far as the economic approach is concerned is simply an unproblematic matter of choice. This conception of addiction as rational choice must be clearly distinguished from the view of rational individuals dealing with addictions. A rational choice proponent need not necessarily see addictive behavior as rational. They could view addiction as a disease that hijacked our decision-making apparatus and reduced our autonomy, so that our rationality would be reduced given an addiction. However, rational choice would still be involved before the addiction took hold: the risk of "getting addicted," the rational choice proponent could argue, is a rational choice for some, involving a trade-off between the risk of losing autonomy on the one hand, and something else that is valued on the other – pleasure, respite from boredom, etc. This, however, would not be a theory of addiction as such, since it would not explain how or to what extent addiction reduced the individual's autonomy. The theory of rational addiction, by contrast, is a theory of addiction. To quote Becker and Murphy again, their claim is that "rational choice theory can explain a wide variety of addictive behavior." In addition to intoxicants and cigarettes, they mention addictions to "work, eating, music, television, their standard of living, other people, religion, and many other activities." Their explanation of such behavior requires goods or activities to have lagged (i.e., delayed) effects on the user. Addictive goods can be both beneficial and harmful. Harmful addictions, which are the most interesting, require that the good or activity has two properties. First, current consumption reduces your future "baseline" welfare. A high sugar intake makes you fatter tomorrow, which you may dislike. Smoking today makes you cough up phlegm the next morning and feel a bothersome appetite for more cigarettes. Second, current consumption increases the future value of a unit of the addictive good itself. If your growing waistline makes you sad, it gives "comfort food" more sadness to work on. As your body's craving for nicotine increases, cigarettes can help satisfy this renewed urge in addition to giving you the benefits it already did. As a rational individual, you balance these effects and work out the plan for future consumption that would maximize your welfare. An important but often ignored criticism of the theory of rational addiction as a theory of how people actually come to be addicted points to the incredible amount of intricacy all this planning involves. In deciding whether to smoke a cigarette here and now, you are actually designing and evaluating a plan on cigarettesmoking-starting-now-and-far-into-the-future. You take into account expected changes in smoking legislation, tobacco taxes, the way current use affects tomorrow's tastes, uncertainty regarding risks, etc. In this sense, the theory of rational addiction is much more elaborate than simply positing that individuals respond to incentives or rationally take into account the possibility of getting an "addiction-disease." Instead, according to adherents, addictive behavior can usefully be viewed as a highly intricate and sophisticated plan that optimally solves a complex decision problem featuring delayed effects and uncertainty. Whether we find this to be useful will depend essentially on what we want to use the theory for. EVALUATING THE THEORY OF RATIONAL ADDICTION6 The above description of rational addiction theory may make it sound "unrealistic," especially to non-economists. However, as Mäki (31) warns, "[m]uch of the criticism of economics [. . .] is based on the mistaken belief that criticism is easy – such as when inferring from unrealistic assumptions to models being incorrect [. . .] it is not easy to reliably identify [the] flaws (of economics) almost regardless of how serious they are." The reason is that economic models can serve a multitude of different aims, and the criteria against which they should be judged – and the evidence relevant to judging them – will vary with the aim. The reason we need to point this out is because economic models can be insulated from criticism by claiming they are merely explorations of formal frameworks or false-but-useful ways of summarizing stylized facts. When we discuss rational addiction theory, however, we are interested in the theory as an attempt to explain the underlying causal mechanisms which generate addictive behavior in the real world. This view of the theory is common both among contributors to the written literature and researchers working on them: a survey of researchers with peer-reviewed publications on rational addiction theory found 39% of them agreeing that the rational addiction literature "provides insights into how addicts choose that are relevant for psychologists and treatment professionals,"while 56% agreed that the literature"contains insights on the welfare consequences of addictive goods and public policies toward these" (32). This, in our view, is mistaken [see (33, 34) for details and supporting references]. The shortcomings of the theory in this respect may generalize to other attempts at explaining addictions as ordinary and rational behavior. At a broad level, the problem is that addictions are characterized by seemingly flip-flopping attitudes and ambivalence, self-control issues, regret, etc. The addicts fail to verbalize motives for their actions that would make them understandable, sensible, and time-consistent, and in the absence of simple and recognizable motives for the behavior, the rational choice believer is compelled to posit ever-subtler, sophisticated but ultimately non-credible motives and incentives to explain the 6The following discussion is largely based on Rogeberg and Melberg (34), to which we refer readers who want additional details. www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 5 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? behavior. Rational addiction theory and its variants exemplify this problem. They explain addictive behavior patterns as the result of optimal choices given a specific choice problem. The shape of the optimal consumption path is determined by the structure and strength of the lagged and immediate effects of the good, as well as the consumer's time preferences and other consumption opportunities. By varying these and the number of lagged effects we can generate a variety of consumption paths: rising, falling, cyclic, chaotic. In other words, the optimal consumption plan is sensitive to details in the choice problem facing the consumer. Empirically, it is hard to identify the actual decision problem facing any particular individual. The incentives consist of the "net" subjective valuation of a bundle of different effects on health, psyche, etc. In this sense, the theory "explains" behavior in terms of a detailed hypothesis about unobservable and non-measurable mental constructs. We could identify the lagged "effects" of the drugs with more objectively measurable effects, such as those on health, but this will not solve the problem. The actual lag structures of harmful effects are unlikely to match the assumptions that generate"typical"addictive patterns, and the effects on disease risk, the body and future tastes are not known to the required level of precision in the scientific literature. Since real addicts are supposed to face and have solved this decision problem, it is a further problem for the theory that surveyed individuals state beliefs about lagged effects that are in clear contradiction with the required assumptions, and it is a further problem that even educated experimental subjects generally fail to find the optimal solution to structurally identical investment problems in experiments where this could earn them actual money (35). Put differently: the choice problem that is claimed to generate addictive behaviors is neither the one individuals actually face, nor the one they believe themselves to be facing, nor indeed the one the average smoker or "junkie" is likely to recognize if it was explained to them, nor a choice problem they would be able to find the optimal solution to in practice. The "typical" addictive consumption pattern is more stable over time and across people than it "should be" according to the theory. The cross-sectional variation in beliefs about effects of drugs and the time-variation in knowledge about the effects of drugs should generate a variety of drug use patterns rather than the ones taken as a stylized fact by the theory. The theory says that factors X generate Y, but there is no evidence that X is present where Y is present, and no evidence that experimental manipulations that create factors X lead to behavior pattern Y. The theory, quite simply, is not credible as a description of the underlying choice processes generating addictions, and there are no plausible arguments showing why selection effects or simpler heuristics would allow most people to search for and implement these optimal paths in alternative ways.7 7In our view the most interesting work on addiction from economists comes from researchers who try to establish a middle ground between viewing addiction as a disease that completely removes the addict's ability to control his behavior and viewing it as nothing more than an extremely subtle and sophisticated form of maneuvering undertaken by the addict in the face of complex incentives. Bernheim and Rangel [(51, 52), see also (53)] have developed a theory, for instance, in which addiction is the outcome of processes that affect our expectation of pleasure or welfare derived from using the drug, as well as affecting the likelihood that we will make the consumption decision using a "cold," rational decision process. Their work can be seen That addiction involves ordinary rational behavior is not a tenable proposition in our view. On the contrary, we believe there are good reasons to assume that addictive behavior is compulsive in the clinical sense of the DSM-IV. Yet what DSM-IV gives us is, of course, a purely descriptive sense of "compulsive." It does not explain what makes these behavioral patterns compulsive. If their compulsivity is not constituted by an irresistible desire for drugs, what does constitute them? And what kind of evidence would show that addictive behavior is compulsive? The key to answering these questions lies neither in the abnormal strength of addictive desires, we contend, nor in a loss of normal capacities for rational self-control, but rather in certain special features intrinsic to addicts' decision-making processes. ADDICTION AND COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOR Compulsion, somewhat paradoxically, seems to involve deliberate, goal-directed behavior caused by something that is external to the person and independent of practical deliberation. On the one hand, something seems to assail the person – as if from without. On the other hand, it is an essentially active phenomenon, a kind of intentional behavior aimed at altering mood states or regulating affect. There is, in other words, an appearance of control in a class of behaviors largely defined by loss of control. We believe that both these features need to be addressed by our notion of compulsion. Philosophers, often motivated by a concern with the metaphysics of free will, have focused exclusively on the apparent loss of control. However, their picture of compulsive behavior as motivationally compelled, and of addictive behavior as compulsive due to the irresistibility of its psychological antecedents, is difficult to reconcile with the intentionality and controlled nature of such actions and with how the term "compulsive behavior" is applied to clinical cases. Instead, we want to suggest that compulsive behavior can be understood in terms of persistent patterns of failed decision-making caused by a dissociation in the person's volitional control. This analysis does not entail that the person must have lost her capacity to resist. We also believe it fits better with the application of this notion to clinical cases. If we are on the right track, then there is good reason to say that one of the defining features of addiction is precisely its compulsive nature. It has been common in much philosophy to treat volitional control as more or less the same as rational self-control, that is, a capacity persons have to bring their actions into line with what they judge to have most reason to do. Persons exercise rational selfcontrol by directing (in various ways) their attention away from rebellious desires in order to form, retain, or execute intentions to do what they consider to be the most valuable course of action. On the assumption that all there is to volitional control is rational self-control, it follows that a failure of rational self-control necessarily is a failure of volitional control. This has the implication that when persons' behavior is "out of control," it can only be due to some force over which they have no control, a motivational element that is completely external to their volitional capacities, e.g., a desire that causes their behavior directly, independently of their decision-making system. as an attempt to examine how rational agents would deal with addictions when the addiction itself is a disturbance of the choice process. Frontiers in Psychiatry | Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 6 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? This conflation of volitional control and rational self-control makes it hard to handle even standard cases of compulsive behavior. Compulsive persons sometimes make conscious and active efforts to do the opposite of what they take themselves to have most reason to do, in some cases by using attention-managing strategies to block out thoughts about these reasons (36).8 Consider, for example, the sort of ritualistic compulsions typical of OCD. Persons with OCD tend not to want to be interrupted or distracted while engaged in these rituals. As we have seen, the clinical literature indicates that they serve a distinct function, namely to reduce negative feelings. Yet there is no logical connection between the description under which they intentionally engage in behavior of this sort (say, checking, hoarding, or washing) and the goal to which their actions are directed. So while they may make an active decision and spend considerable effort translating that decision into action, the behavioral pattern itself seems recruited through some associative or implicit learning process independent of practical deliberation and voluntary control. Consequently compulsive persons often regard their own action as excessive, unpleasant, and pointless. That is, they do not associate anything pleasurable or desirable with its performance. It does not seem plausible that they are driven by a strong cognitive desire to perform it. Nevertheless, they perform it intentionally. They even make an effort to do it "properly." Initiating and executing compulsive behavior of this sort clearly require considerable amounts of volitional control, even though it may involve a failure to pursue what the compulsive persons themselves consider the most valuable course of action.9 Rather than being characterized by a loss of volitional control, therefore,we believe it is more plausible to say that compulsive behavior is characterized by a dissociation in volitional control. This view finds further support in the observation that compulsive persons often appear to recognize at the same time as they are deciding to perform the compulsive action that it is a mistake ("It is a pointless to wash my hands yet again"), yet go on to intentionally form and implement their decision to undertake that action in spite of these normative considerations. In fact, dissociative experiences, such as feelings of "standing outside oneself while acting," are frequently reported across a range of compulsive phenomena, including addiction to drugs (37). There seems, in other words, to be a disparity between compulsive persons' decisions and actions on the one hand, and their evaluative preferences (what course of action they judge most valuable) on the other, which can be explained neither in terms of a failure of volitional control nor in terms of the abnormal strength of their cognitive desire to engage in the behavior.10 8This is, of course, not true of all cases of compulsive behavior. Often compulsive behavior becomes over-learned and automatized as a result of repetition and may require virtually no active efforts at all (54). 9We can specify the motivational economy in volitional vs. valuational conflicts by applying the four-type utility framework proposed by Kahneman and colleagues [see (55)]. In utility-maximizing terms,"volitional" could then be specified in terms of "decision utility," and "valuational" in terms of "predicted utility." See Berridge and Aldridge (56) for a practical illustration of how this framework can be used to explain irrational decision-making. Having said that, our general approach does not depend, we believe, on any specific view of the motivational economy involved. 10Although this conflicts with standard assumptions in economics, there are economic models of behavior that break the link between "optimal behavior" and We believe the possibility of this kind of failed decisionmaking – the irrationality of which is displayed in a form of incoherence in the person's attitudes – is an essential feature of compulsive behavior. One way of understanding this phenomenon is by distinguishing between two ways of making choices. Postulating the existence of a duality behind people's choices is, of course, not new. It has a long history in philosophy and psychology, reaching back to Aristotle's distinction between the rational and non-rational part of the soul.11 While most early work on this duality was conceptual in nature and based on informal observations of human behavior and personal introspection, the development of what have become known as "dual-process theories" only started with the cognitive revolution in psychology in the 1960s and 1970s. Experimental studies of attention, learning, memory, and reasoning were important influences (38). Since then, a wide variety of evidence has converged on the conclusion that some sort of dual-process notion is needed to explain how the overall process of decision-making occurs (39, 40). Unlike before, we are now beginning to understand the biology and cognitive structure of the different parts (41). According to dual-process theory, decision-making can broadly be divided into two modes, one fast, intuitive, and effortless shaped by biology and implicit learning, the other slow, analytical, and effortful shaped by culture and formal tuition. While the former mode – in the dual-process literature often referred to as type-1 processes – depends on environmental cues, is associative, automatic, and can control behavior directly without need for controlled attention, the latter – often referred to as type-2 processes – depends on de-contextualization, is rule-based and requires controlled attention and effort. There is much disagreement about precisely how these processes should be characterized and distinguished (39, 42). We cannot enter into this debate here. For present purposes, what matters is that dualprocess theory allows a closer scrutiny of the vulnerable aspects of the decision-making process by permitting focus on the important ways in which the different modes of decision-making interact. To achieve rational decision-making the two modes have to work well together to reliably contribute to the person's goal achievement (43). This requires two things. First, that the person's type-2 process can exert an executive function and override the impulsive output of her type-1 process. For this to happen, her type-2 process must be able to generate a more considered response that is in line with her normative reasons, as well as involve inhibitory mechanisms to suppress the response tendencies of her type-1 process. Second, it requires that the person's "actual behavior" by including preferences or psychological quirks that are inconsistent with a pure rational choice model [see e.g., (51)]. In a pure rational choice model, the chosen action will always be optimal (or optimal by expectation), which "allows" the researcher to infer the welfare-determining preferences from the behavior (i.e., revealed preferences). With this link broken, the researcher has to provide a higher level of evidential support for the theoretical assumptions themselves, while welfare analyses need to distinguish between different concepts of welfare or"utility," for instance along the lines of Kahneman et al. (55). 11"For in the continent and the incontinent person we praise their reason, i.e., the [part] of the soul that has reason, because it exhorts them correctly and toward what is best; but they evidently also have in them some other [part] that is by nature something besides reason, conflicting and struggling with reason." (57), 1102b 15–20. www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 7 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? type-1 process selects adequate and relevant information about the practical situation that can provide input for her type-2 process (41). There is widespread agreement that some form of automatic, pre-conscious processing determines the person's locus of attention and what stored memories and beliefs are recalled for as relevant to her current situation. This suggests that the person's normative reasons (represented in her type-2 process) might be shaped, even to a significant degree, by type-1 encoding of information about which aspects of the situation need to be taken into account, and which can be ignored.12 Given this view of rational decision-making, failed decisionmaking can be seen to arise in two ways. One might be if the decision-making process of either type is internally biased. This could be the result of either an under or over appreciation of certain contextual cues, a failure to ignore distracting features, or a process for combining and processing information that uses simplified algorithms with potential biases. If a type-1 process fails to encode relevant information, or encodes irrelevant information that enters into the person's subsequent analytic type-2 process, it may cause blindness to special circumstances or to longer-range goals. In consequence the person's flexibility to be able to consider alternative reasons for acting is systematically undermined. Decision-making can also fail if a conflict arises between type-1 and type-2 processes. In the standard scenario, the person fails to suppress an intuitive but non-normative response generated by her type-1 process despite the fact that it conflicts with a considered normative response generated by her type-2 process. In contrast with cases of internally biased decision-making, the possibility of such executive failures implies that the person may be consciously aware while making her decision that it is mistaken. There seems to be no clear reason to assume that executive failures of this sort must presuppose that the person has any abnormally strong cognitive desire to respond in line with her type-1 process or has lost her ability to refrain from responding in this way. Rather, the failure is simply one of putting insufficient effort into overriding a type-1 process. That such failures occasionally occur should not surprise us given the cue-dependency, computational speed, and dissociated nature of type-1 processes. These decision processes plug more or less directly into the person's motor system and seem almost to have "actional" character. Type-2 processes, on the other hand, require an effort that tires the person and may make it harder to engage in type-2 reasoning and override type-1 processes resulting in so-called "decision-fatigue" (5, 44). We believe it is plausible that compulsive behavior involves persistent patterns of failed decision-making in one or the other of these two senses.13 In the former, a mis-contextualization of 12A difficult philosophical issue concerns the account of the self and its rationality in face of the conflict described by dual-process theory. According to one influential view, we should identify the self with the "better" type-2 processes because only on this level do we notice and are bothered by a lack of rational integration (58). While we cannot address all the issues raised by this claim at this juncture [but see (43) for a discussion], for present purposes, we assume that in (at least) standard cases, the self is associated with type-2 processing. 13One important implication of a dual-process approach to decision-making is that each one of us is potentially vulnerable to developing compulsive behavioral patterns, including addictions. Redish and colleagues propose a variant of this approach as a unified framework for addiction where they distinguish between 10 different information enters into the person's subsequent analytic type2 process and causes a biased response, and in the latter, there is an executive failure to appropriately engage type-2 processes or use their output to override the impulsive output of a type-1 process. In either case, when failed decision-making occurs repetitively, leading to a maladaptive behavioral pattern deserving of the label "compulsive," it is plausibly because some type-1 process has become fixed in inert dispositions and patterns of perception and response. Presumably, there is some underlying cue-triggered motivational mechanism which – perhaps due to repetition and reinforcement – has become deeply entrenched. In cases where there is subjective experience of conflict, this mechanism repeatedly pulls the person's decisions away from her evaluative preferences. In cases where there is no subjective experience of conflict, she may be led to consistently ignore special circumstances or longer-range goals and hence systematically undermine her ability to consider alternative reasons for acting.14 Whether or not there is an experience of conflict in a particular case may be a matter of the psychological resources of the individual (e.g., insight vs. tendency to rationalize or confabulate reasons for actions generated by her type-1 process). In either case, the persons'maladaptive behavioral patterns may counterfactually depend on the same type of entrenched motivational mechanism. If this general picture of compulsivity is on the right track, is there any reason to believe that addiction involves compulsive behavior?15 The best reason is that addictive behavior appears to be strongly cue-dependent (9, 45), and that addicts regularly and systematically fail to take advantage of alternatives to drugs in spite of negative consequences for themselves, and often in spite of what they judge to be the most valuable course of action (11). There is a tendency for addicts to systematically ignore or downplay the costs of taking drugs while greatly exaggerating its benefits (4). As George Ainslie has argued, addicts often frame their decisions temporally as repeated, independent choices between alternatives one at a time on the basis of their immediate costs and benefits, rather than as single choices over series of similar alternatives across time on the basis of their summed costs and benefits (46). In such cases the addict's decision-making process is clearly biased since she concentrates too much on the immediate benefits of drugs and systematically ignores her longer-range goals. From a conceptual point of view, what could explain such biasing within a dualprocess approach is that a drug-oriented type-1 process – due to failure points in our decision-making system, each of which may be capable of driving a person to make addictive decision "mistakes." The reason some people go on to develop addictions while others do not depends on the specific "interaction between the genetics of the individual, the developmental environment (social and physical), the developmental stage of the individual, and the behavioral experience with the addictive substance" [(59), 430]. 14In the social cognition literature, one variant of this phenomenon is referred to as "cognitive narrowing," which is a tendency to focus attention on an immediate, concrete, low-level task (e.g., shopping or buying) that prevents consideration of the longer term consequences of an action (36). 15One interesting issue concerns how this picture of compulsivity relates to the defects in action and agency discussed in the philosophical literature as "weakness of will" [see e.g., (60)]. Although we cannot address this issue here (the relevant literature is voluminous), one of the authors has argued elsewhere that there are some important differences between addiction/compulsion and weakness of will. See Henden (61). Frontiers in Psychiatry | Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 8 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? the entrenchment of some underlying cue-triggered motivational mechanism – has become fixed in a pattern of perception and response that systematically fails to encode logically relevant information about drug-related situations. When such drug-oriented type-1 processes regularly shape the content and locus of attention of a person's subsequent analytic type-2 processes, they cause the rate at which she discounts the value of future rewards, such as, e.g., the benefits of abstinence, to increase drastically relative to the rate at which she discounts consumption. The result is that when opportunities for consumption arise, the person's estimate of their values has increased so much more relative to her estimate of the value of abstinence that her preference reverses. But in addition to such cases of so-called "hyperbolic discounting" we believe (more controversially) that there is also evidence of cases in which addicts fail to take advantage of alternatives to drugs in spite of judging, at the moment of choice, that the value of abstaining is higher than the value of consumption. In these cases the problem is not internal biasing of analytic type-2 processes, but rather a regular failure to override type-1 processes which systematically fail to encode relevant information about drug-related situations. Evidence of such dual-process conflicts in addiction comes from the observation that many addicts appear to make conscious and strenuous efforts to exercise restraint at the same time as they are seeking or actually taking drugs. As addiction researcher Robert West puts it: "When the restraint fails, there is often (but not always) no sense of the addict having changed his mind and deciding to engage in the behavior as a positive step; rather the sense is of a failure to exert control followed by regret and a feeling of having let oneself down" (47). As neuroscientists Kent Berridge and Terry E. Robinson note in a similar vein, there is plenty of evidence that addicts often continue to seek and take drugs even when no pleasure can be obtained, even in the absence of withdrawal – even – in fact when they are convinced that taking drugs is a disastrous course of action for them (11). Addicts, this would suggest, will often continue to judge that abstaining is the most valuable course of action even as they are carrying out their drug-oriented behavior. What explains these kinds of systematic errors in drug-oriented decision-making? Specifying the nature of the underlying mechanism(s) is an important component of the empirical explanation of the compulsive character of addictive behavior. Our aim in this article has not been to propose any such explanation, but to suggest how to make conceptually sense of the "compulsive character" of behavior in a way that does not depend on the notion of irresistible desire and, in addition, to provide evidence in support of the view that addictive behavior is compulsive in this sense. That being said, an example of a mechanism that seems to fit well with the dual-process analysis of compulsivity is that proposed by Berridge and Robinson in their influential work on incentive-sensitization. Incentive-sensitization is a mechanism whereby repeated drug use produces a dopaminergic response that becomes sensitized by causing certain regions in the brain involved in the motivation of behavior to be more easily activated by drugs or drug-related cues independent of the addict's cognitive desires, judgments, or "likings."In a series of papers Berridge and Robinson provide evidence that the psychological process and neural substrate responsible for determining cognitive-affective liking are separable from the psychological process and neural substrate responsible for determining incentive salience – the degree to which a goal or stimulus is action-driving – or what they call "wanting" (48). While normally "liking" and "wanting" go together so that we "want" the things we "like" (e.g., the hedonic value associated with some environmental cue or circumstance serves as a trigger to activate and direct "wanting"), in addiction they come apart, making addicts "want"things they do not"like."The reason incentive-sensitization might give us an empirical explanation of why addictive behavior is compulsive in the sense we have characterized compulsivity in this article is that it might explain why addicts' drug-oriented type-1 processes become fixed in inert dispositions and patterns of perception and response which lead to systematically biasing of their type-2 processes or to the creation of regular conflicts between their type-1 and type-2 processes. Continuous failures to override type-1 processes that are dependent on an entrenched motivational mechanism like incentive-sensitization arise since these processes are difficult to override by intentional effort due to their cue-dependency, computational speed and frequency, and because addicts simply put insufficient effort into overriding them (perhaps due to decision-fatigue, misjudgment, or some other reason).16 This, of course, is perfectly consistent with the common observation that quitting drugs is hard if you are an addict, but without entailing that this is because addicts are driven by irresistible desires for drugs or have lost their powers of resistance. A dual-process analysis of the notion of compulsivity does not, therefore, rule out the intentionality of addictive behavior. However, nor does it rule out the possibility that some other psychological or neurological mechanism (or combination of mechanisms) than incentive-sensitization might in the end turn out to provide the best empirical explanation of the compulsive behavior of human addicts (or at least be part of such an explanation).17 Ultimately, it is a matter for the sciences to decide the precise nature of the relevant mechanism(s) which create(s) persistent dissociations in addicts' decision-making machinery – or indeed of any of the various mechanisms that might be responsible for the different compulsive disorders. CONCLUSION The question posed in the title of this article would seem to necessitate an either/or answer: either addiction involves voluntary, chosen behavior and is therefore not compulsive or it involves 16It is worth noting that this view of compulsivity, in relying on the notion of "level of effort" rather than "motivational irresistibility," implies that compulsivity is a matter of degree. It is consistent, therefore, with the possibility of differences between forms of compulsive behavior in terms of how difficult they are to resist, e.g., between the kinds of behavior seen in, say, OCD and in the different addictions. For more on the conceptual connection between effort expenditure and compulsivity, see Henden (61). 17The incentive-sensitization theory of addiction remains controversial. Most of the data supporting it come from laboratory animal studies with little consideration of the social context in which the drugs were administered. This has caused some to criticize the theory for failing to generalize to human addicts [for a recent discussion, see (62)]. There is also evidence suggesting that incentive-sensitization by itself is not sufficient to create repetitive drug-oriented behavior in animals if they are given more options [see (63)]. For replies to some of these criticisms, see Robinson and Berridge (64); Robinson et al. (65). www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 9 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? compulsion and therefore is not voluntary, chosen behavior. The bone of contention over which the respective proponents of the medical and the moral model of addiction do battle seems to rely in large part on the assumed contradiction between these two answers. The normative implications are obviously deep and farreaching. If addiction rules out voluntary behavior and choice, then addicts can only (at best) be indirectly responsible for their drug use. That widens the scope for public policy interventions. If, by contrast, addiction involves voluntary, chosen behavior, this scope for intervention will be correspondingly constrained. Our aim in this article has been to argue that a middle path is not only possible but actually quite plausible in the light of the evidence: behavior can be voluntary, chosen, and compulsive at the same time. One way of making conceptual sense of this is to assume that our decision-making system is divisible. If such divisions stabilize due to the entrenchment of some underlying motivational mechanism and cause regular and systematic failures in the person's decision-making with respect to actions of a certain type, they create compulsive behavioral patterns that may be very difficult for her to override by intentional effort alone. There are many good reasons, in our opinion, to believe that addictions essentially depend on such divisions in the decision-making system of addicts. However, this view does not mean that it is literally impossible for addicts to refrain from drugs. It only means it is much harder for them than it is for people who are not addicted. Even heavily addicted individuals have the capacity to abstain, although they may need help to learn how to exercise that capacity properly. We believe this mix of the "moral" and the "medical" model of addiction may open up for a more nuanced approach to many of the pressing normative issues raised by public policies, practices, and treatments in the addiction field. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We would like to extend our thanks to the Research Council of Norway for providing financial support for the writing of this paper. REFERENCES 1. Benn P. Disease, addiction and the freedom to resist. Philos Pap (2007) 3:465–81. doi:10.1080/05568640709485210 2. Foddy B, Savulescu J. Addiction and autonomy: can addicted people consent to the prescription of their drug of choice? Bioethics (2006) 20(1):1–15. doi:10.1111/j. 1467-8519.2006.00470.x 3. Foddy B, Savulescu J. A liberal account of addiction. Philos Psychiatr Psychol (2010) 17(1):1–22. doi: 10.1353/ppp.0.0282 4. Heyman GM. Addiction, a Disorder of Choice. Cambridge: Harvard University Press (2009). 5. Levy N. Addiction, autonomy and ego-depletion: a response to Bennett Foddy and Julian Savulescu. Bioethics (2006) 20(1):16–20. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-8519.2006.00471.x 6. Pickard H. The purpose in chronic addiction. AJOB Neurosci (2012) 3(2):40–9. doi:10.1080/21507740. 2012.663058 7. Schaler JA. Addiction is a Choice. Chicago: Open Court Publishing Company (2000). 8. Charland LC. Cynthia's dilemma: consenting to heroin prescription. Am J Bioeth (2002) 2(2):37–47. doi: 10.1162/152651602317533686 9. Hyman SE. The neurobiology of addiction: implications for voluntary control of behaviour. Am J Bioeth (2007) 7(1):8–11. doi:10. 1080/15265160601063969 10. Leshner AI. Addiction is a brain disease, and it matters. Science (1997) 278:45–7. doi:10.1126/science.278. 5335.45 11. Robinson TE, Berridge KC. The neural basis of drug craving: an incentive-sensitization theory of addiction. Brain Res Rev (1993) 18:252–5. doi:10.1016/01650173(93)90013-P 12. Davies JB. The Myth of Addiction. London : Routledge (1997). 13. American Psychiatric Association. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 4th ed. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Association (1994). 14. Frankfurt H. Freedom of the will and the concept of a person. The Importance of What We Care About. New York: Cambridge University Press (1988). p. 11–26. 15. Greenspan P. Behavior control and freedom of action. Philos Rev (1978) 97:225–40. 16. Nielsen K. The compatibility of freedom and determinism. In: Kane R, editor. Free Will. New York: Wiley-Blackwell (2002). p. 39–46. 17. Watson G. Skepticism about Weakness of the Will. In Agency and Answerability. New York: Oxford University Press (2004). p. 33–58. 18. Abramowitz JS, Deacon BJ. Obsessive-compulsive disorder: essential phenomenology and overlap with other anxiety disorders. In: Abramowitz JS, Houts AC, editors. Concepts and Controversies in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. New York: Springer (2005). p. 119–33. 19. de Silva P, Rachman S. ObsessiveCompulsive Disorder: The Facts. 3rd ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press (2004). 20. de Silva P. Obsessive-compulsive disorder. In: Carr A, McNulty M, editors. The Handbook of Adult Clinical Psychology. London: Routledge (2006). p. 509–10. 21. Watson G. Disordered appetites: addiction, compulsion, and dependence. Agency and Answerability. New York: Oxford University Press (2004). p. 59–87. 22. Rachman S, Hodgson RJ. Obsessions and Compulsions. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall (1980). 23. Watson G. Excusing addiction. Agency and Answerability. NewYork: Oxford University Press (2004). p. 318–50. 24. Vihvelin K. Stop me before I kill again. Philos Stud (1994) 75:115–48. doi:10.1007/BF00989883 25. Glover J. Responsibility. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul (1970). 26. Gert B, Duggan T. Free will as ability to will. Noûs (1979) 13:197–217. doi:10.2307/2214397 27. Fisher JM. The Metaphysics of Free Will. Cambridge, MA: Blackwell (1994). 28. Becker GS, Murphy KM. A theory of rational addiction. J Polit Econ (1988) 96(4):675–700. doi:10.1086/ 261558 29. Orphanides A, Zervos D. Rational addiction with learning and regret. J Polit Econ (1995) 103(4):739–58. doi:10.1086/262001 30. Orphanides A, Zervos D. Myopia and addictive behaviour. Econ J (1998) 108:75–91. doi:10.1111/ 1468-0297.00274 31. Mäki U. Realistic realism about unrealistic models. In: Kincaid H, Ross D, editors. Oxford Handbook of the Philosophy of Economics. New York: Oxford University Press (2009). p. 68–98. 32. Melberg HO, Rogeberg OJ. Rational addiction theory: a survey of opinions. J Drug Policy Anal (2010) 3(1):5. doi:10.2202/19412851.1019 33. Rogeberg O. Taking absurd theories seriously: economics and the case of rational addiction theories. Philos Sci (2004) 71:263–85. doi:10.1086/ 421535 34. Rogeberg OJ, Melberg HO. Acceptance of unsupported claims about reality: a blind spot in economics. J Econ Methodol (2011) 18:29– 52. doi:10.1080/1350178X.2011. 556817 35. Fehr E, Zych PK. Do addicts behave rationally? Scand J Econ (1998) 100(3):643–61. doi:10.1111/14679442.00127 36. Heatherton TF, Baumeister RF. Binge eating as escape from self-awareness. Psychol Bull (1991) 110:86–108. doi:10.1037/0033-2909.110.1.86 37. Evans J, Coventry K. A dual-process approach to behavioral addiction: the case of gambling. In: Reinout W, Wiers RW, Stacy AW, editors. Handbook of Implicit Cognition and Addiction. Thousands Oaks, CA: Sage (2006). p. 29–44. 38. Frankish K,Evans JStBT. The duality of mind: an historical perspective. In: Evans JStBT, Frankish K, editors. In Two Minds: Dual Processes and Beyond. New York: Oxford (2009). p. 1–29. 39. Sloman SA. The empirical case for two systems of reasoning. Psychol Bull (1996) 119(1):3–22. doi:10. 1037/0033-2909.119.1.3 40. Frankish K. Mind and Supermind. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (2004). Frontiers in Psychiatry | Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 | 10 Henden et al. Addiction: choice or compulsion? 41. Stanovich KE. On the distinction between rationality and intelligence: implications for understanding individual differences in reasoning. In: Holyoak KJ, Morrison RG,editors. The Oxford Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning. New York: Oxford (2013). p. 343–65. 42. Stanovich KE. Distinguishing the reflective, algorithmic, and autonomous minds: is it time for a tri-process theory? In: Evans JStBT, Frankish K, editors. In Two Minds: Dual Processes and Beyond. New York: Oxford (2009). p. 55–88. 43. Saunders C, Over DE. In two minds about rationality. In: Evans JStBT, Frankish K, editors. In Two Minds: Dual Processes and Beyond. New York: Oxford (2009). p. 317–34. 44. Baumeister RF. The psychology of irrationality. In: Brocas I, Carrillo JD, editors. The Psychology of Economic Decisions: Rationality and Well-Being. New York: Oxford (2003). p. 3–16. 45. Loewenstein G. A visceral account of addiction. In: Elster J, Skog OJ, editors. Getting Hooked: Rationality and Addiction. Cambridge: The MIT Press (1999). p. 235–64. 46. Ainslie G. Breakdown of Will. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (2001). 47. West R. Theory of Addiction. Oxford: Blackwell (2006). 48. Robinson TE, Berridge KC. What is the role of dopamine in reward: hedonic impact, reward learning, or incentive salience? Brain Res Rev (1998) 28:309–69. doi:10.1016/ S0165-0173(98)00019-8 49. Szasz T. The ethics of addiction. Am J Psychiatry (1971) 128(5):541–6. 50. Fisher JM, Ravizza M. Responsibility and Control: An Essay on Moral Responsibility. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1998). 51. Bernheim BD, Rangel A. Addiction and cue-triggered decision processes. Am Econ Rev (2004) 94(5):1558–90. doi:10.1257/0002828043052222 52. Bernheim BD, Rangel A. From neuroscience to public policy: a new economic view of addiction. Swed Econ Policy Rev (2005) 12:99. 53. Fehr E, Rangel A. Neuroeconomic foundations of economic choice – recent advances. J Econ Perspect (2011) 25:3–30. doi:10.1257/jep.25. 4.3 54. Tiffany ST. A cognitive model of drug urges and drug-use behavior: role of automatic and nonautomatic processes. Psychol Rev (1990) 97:147–68. doi:10.1037/0033-295X. 97.2.147 55. Kahneman D, Wakker PP, Sarin R. Back to Bentham? Explorations of experienced utility. Q J Econ (1997) 112:375–405. doi:10.1162/ 003355397555235 56. Berridge KC, Aldridge JW. Decision utility, incentive salience, and cuetriggered "wanting." In: Morsella E, Bargh JA, Gollwitzer PM, editors. Handbook of Human Action. New York: Oxford University Press (2009), p. 509–32. 57. Aristotle. Nicomachean Ethics. trans. T. Irwin. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc. (1995). 58. Stanovich KE. The Robot's Rebellion: Finding Meaning in the Age of Darwin. Chicago: Chicago University Press (2004). 59. Redish AD, Jensen S, Johnson A. A unified framework for addiction: vulnerabilities in the decision process. Behav Brain Sci (2008) 31:415–87. doi:10.1017/S0140525X0800472X 60. Holton R. Willing,Wanting,Waiting. New York: Oxford University Press (2009). 61. Henden E. Addictive actions. Philos Psychol (Forthcoming 2012). 62. Ahmed SH, Lenoir M, Guillem K. Neurobiology of addiction versus drug use driven by lack of choice. Curr Opin Neurobiol (2013) 23:1–7. doi:10.1016/j.conb.2013.01. 028 63. Lenoir M, Serre F, Cantin L, Ahmed SH. Intense sweetness surpasses cocaine reward. PLoS ONE (2007) 8:e698. doi:10.1371/journal. pone.0000698 64. Robinson TE, Berridge KC. The incentive sensitization theory of addiction: some current issues. Philos Trans R Soc Lond B Biol Sci (2008) 363:3137–46. doi:10.1098/ rstb.2008.0093 65. Robinson MJF, Robinson TE, Berridge KC. Incentive salience and the transition to addiction. In: Miller P, editor. Biological Research on Addiction. Vol. 2. Academic Press (2013). p. 391–9. Conflict of Interest Statement: The authors declare that the research was conducted in the absence of any commercial or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest. Received: 12 April 2013; accepted: 17 July 2013; published online: 07 August 2013. Citation: Henden E, Melberg HO and Røgeberg OJ (2013) Addiction: choice or compulsion? Front. Psychiatry 4:77. doi: 10.3389/fpsyt.2013.00077 This article was submitted to Frontiers in Addictive Disorders and Behavioral Dyscontrol, a specialty of Frontiers in Psychiatry. Copyright © 2013 Henden, Melberg and Røgeberg . This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY). The use, distribution or reproduction in other forums is permitted, provided the original author(s) or licensor are credited and that the original publication in this journal is cited, in accordance with accepted academic practice. No use, distribution or reproduction is permitted which does not comply with these terms. www.frontiersin.org August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 77 |